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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a method for estimating natural
and fishing mortalities from catch-at-age da~a and catch-per
unit-effort data. This rnethod is an iterative, two-phase approach
that starts with approximations to the mortalitics and corrects
them at each iteration unti1 the va1ues become constant. Con
vergence of the method is examined empirically. Trouble using
it on existing data is also discussed.

INTRODUCTION

• Virtual population methods (Fry 1949; Murphy 1964;
Jones 1964; Gulland 1965; Pope 1972) were developed to estimate
fishing mortalities and numbers of fish at age from catch at age
data only. In particular, they avoided the use of effort data
whichare difficult to obtain in a waythat is consistent enough
in time to be of use when studying a time series of catch data.
In their papers presenting least squares methods, Pope (}1S 1974)
and Doubleday (1976), show that the original methods are equi
valent to statistical1y fitting at least one parameter for each
piece of data and do not allow any estimation of the error in
fitting. To reduce this problem, Pope and Doubleday assume that
the fishing mortality of age a fish in year n, F, is made upa n
of an effort or time effect fand an age effect (selectivity,

" . n
partial recruitment and avai1ability) s so that F = s.f, sa a n a n a
is constant over all years and f is constant over all ages. Even

" n "
with these more restrictive assumptions the number of observations
per parameter is usua1ly quite low and the principa1 component
analysis of the example in Doubleday (1976) shows that the method
is quite unstable to changes in stock vs changes in morta1ities.
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Both the virtual population and least squares methods
referenccd above assurne a given constant natural mortality M.
This parameter must be estimated from other data or, as often
happens, guessed at by using an accepted figure from some other
similar stock. As is known, an error in M can lead to large
errors in the number at age estimated from cohort analysis and
the errors grow as the analysis is run. (Sec, for example, the
detailed discussion in Ulltang (MS 197G) or briefly in Tables 1-3).
If we attempt to fit M as weIl as sand f using just catch data,a n
the instabilities noted above are increased and it is difficult
to get reliable estimates cven using manufact~~ed data containing
little error. lIence some other data are needed, for cxamplc,
catch per unit effort.

This paper presents a method for estimating natural and
fishing mortalities from catch-at-age data and catch-per-unit
effort data. This method is an iterative, tVlO-phase approach
that starts with approximations to the mortalities and corrects
them at each iteration until the valucs becomc constant. Con
vergence of the method is examined empirically. Trouble using it
on cxisting data is also discussed.

ASSUHPTIONS AND NOTATION

The analysis of this paper is basQQ on the standard
catch equation of Beverton and Holt (1957). The model presented
assurnes natural mortality is constant over all ages and years
though this can be generalized somm.lhat (see Conclusions).

The model assumes that catch per unit effort (CPUE) at
age is a multiple of numbers at age. Thus, it is assumed that
these numbers are adjusted for selectivity or availability. This
assumption, crucial to the model, is discussed in the section
Attempted Application of the Hethod. This model also assurnes that
numbers have been samplcd to keep a constant coefficient of
variation in the data.

Subscripted prefixes refer to age; subscripted suffixes
refer to year.

M - natural mortality, constant over age and time-

- availability and selectivity part of
fishing mortality

- year effect part of fishing mortality

s·fa n fishing mortality at age a in year n

number of age a fish in year n

- number of age a fish caught in ycar n
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CPUEa n catch per unit effort of age a fish in
year n

exp - exponential function

in - natural logarithm function

THE 1-lODEL

In the above notation, the catch equation becomes:

Since sampling is done to control the relative variance, it is
more appropriate to fit the logarithm of C than C itself.a n a n
However, the right-hand side of equation (1) is awkward to handle
under a log transformation. From studying the coefficients in
the Taylor series expansions it can be seen that

•
(1 - exp(- F -M»a n (1)

1 - exp (-aFn - M)
F + Ma n

is approximated closely by

- F - Ma n
2.25

In fact the error is less than 2.0% if

•
o < F + M < 1.6. However, this approximation must be used

a n
with more care than the cohort analysis approximation because
the error rises exponentially outside this range (the cohort approxi
mation error rises linearly). Some particular points are:

F + 11a n Error %

.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
3.0
4.0

1.8
1.4

.9
4.9

16.8
31.1

(2)N • exp
an.Fa n

With this approximation, the catch equation becomes:

- F -Ma n
2.25

and on taking natural logarithms we get:

(3)
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or, rearranging and using F = s fa n a n

s . f
9.n (aCn/aNn) 9.n + 9.n f a n M= s 2.25a n 2.25

(4)

Before this equation is fitted to the data several other manipu
lations are neecssary. It is assumed that numbers at agc are
not known but that eatch per unit effort is and that:

}' = k· CPUEa On a Tl

All the aS and f n are not independent so one must bc set beforchand.

If one s is set to 1, 9.n s is zero for that age (let this age be ~).a a
Thc equation to bc fitted now beeomcs:

• ln ( C I CPUE ) - 9.nk -a n a n ln s + lnfa n

a i ~

s . fa n
2.25

H- --2.25 (5)

•

To fit cquation (5) we introduce dummy variables for
age and year. The parameters we want to determine are then
.funetions of the c0effieicnts of these variables. We let:

(1 if a = a 1

laI = to else

[1 if n = n 1

Jnl = ~O else

For a regression problem the independent variable matrix must be
non-singular and this is not true if dummy variables are used for
all years. Henee, we eannot fit the equation quite as it stands.
However, if we measure all f 's as a proportion of f- for a

n n
particular year n, we can get around this problem. Let:

f = d-· f_n n n n

Now _d- = 1, so 9.n -d- = 0 and the dummy variable for year n cann n n n
bc avoided. This problem does not arise for the dummy variables
for ages since the dummy variable for age ä never appears.

We are now left with fitting thc following equation:

1n C I CPUE = U.n (as ) . I + Ein (ndfi) . Ja u a n a n
aiä nin

+ Enf jj + lnk _ M) + c
2.25

s.fa n
2.25 (6)
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If we add the dummy variables

where, by assumption c is neO,

variance of the errors in in

°1 2 + °2 2 ) where °1 2 is the

C and °2 2 is the variance of thea n
errors in ~n CPUE. Since I and J are exact, there is noa n a n
problem of errors in the independent variables. So far we have

. s ." f.. a n
not considered the term - 2.25

Nowthe ~n ( d-) •n n
to obtain f

n

parameters estimate the ~n( s) anda
able to split up thc constant term

f 's) and M.
n

and the other

we need to be

(and hence the

to this term too, the problem becomes nonlinear and the parameters
we are ~ttempting to fit are included in more than one term. We
avoid this by.shiftiL~ this term to thc left and putting in
initially guessed values of sand f. Now we have a lineara n

regression in which the constant term estimates 0n ffi + ink

•
We now turn to the standard equation:

(7)

With the same manipulations as above, this becomes:

)
i
I

•
sand d- are estimated from the fitting of equation (6). Hencea n n

equation (8) is a linear equation that can be used to estimate
f_ and M. The error in the left hand side is, by assumption,

n
neo, 2022) but since sand" d- are only estimates there isalsoa n n
error in the independent variable. Hence (8) should be fitted
using a geometrie mean regression (see Ricker (1973)).

fit equation (8) and derive values for

Now put the new values of aS and f in
rnethod converges. . n

So the complete method is as follows: Guess initial
values of aS and f n • Solve equation (6) with a standard linear

regression routine. Use the estimated values for sand d_ toa n n
M and f_ (hence all the f ).

n n
(6) and repeat until the

Once finishcd, we"have values for M, aS and f n and a

value of k can easily be derived. There are now two ways to
estimate N:a n

= k· CPUEa n
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or

N =a n

c
Cl n

Fa n

(F + 1-1)a n
(l-exp(- Fa n - H»)

•

•

Error bounds for the coefficients in the regressions
yield approximate error bounds for the Fand H. The goodness. a n
of fit of the final parameters can be studied by considering the
res::duals inthe regression equations and the t,.,o estimates of
the aNn0

DISCUSSION OF CONVERGENCE AND 3TABILITY

To test convergence and stability of the model, a number
of runs were made on generated data. Data\vere generated from the
standard catch equation with an assumed M and SIS and with fa n
picked randomly bet\.,een .1 and 1.2 and recrui tment picked randomly
between 10 thousand and 10 million. This variation, especially
since the fluctuations nlay be erratic, is probably much more extreme
than found in most" applications. Numbers \'/ere produced for 11
ages and 13 years and catches for the first 10 ages and 12 years.
Each value was then multiplied by the exponential of a number
picked from a normal distribution with mean zero and aselected
standard deviation. This reflected the assumption that the numbers
have a constant coefficient of variation. TVlCnty examples were
run at standard deviation values of .1,· .2, .4, and .6. In all
examples k = 1 was used.

For each example, the method needed about six iterations
before the third decimal of each of the s, f , and M becamea n
constant. Since the matrix of independent variables in the first
phase never changes, the matrix inverses and products involving
just these values can be calculated for all iterations. The
second regression has only two parameters so is equally quick.
Hence computationally themethod is quite efficient.

In other methods tried, espeeially if just eateh data
wereused, it ,.,as diffieult to obtain a stable value of Hand
small amounts of error often led to unrealistic negative values.
This does not happen in the model presented and estimated M
values are usually quite reasonable. Figure 1 shows the mean
and one standard deviation for the estimated M values at a number
of levels of error. For smaller error values (standard deviations
up to .2) sand f are estimated very closely. Some of thesea n
values start to diverge from the input values at higher error
levels, but this usually was more marked when f changed radically
from year to year. n

It would appear that,if all assumptions are met, this
method will yield efficicntly, fairly unbiascd values for natural
and fishing mortalities.
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ATTEHPTED APPLICATION OF THE l1ETIIOD

A number of attempts were made to apply this method to
existing datn. All nttempts ended with negntive estimnted 11's
though estimated numbers nt age were usually reasonable. Obviously
not all assumptions used in the model hold in prnctical examples.
There may be a problem with sampling not controlling relative
vnriance but it is more likely that the problem is with using
effort data. In the attempts made, both research cruise catch
per unit.effort and commercinl cntch per unit effort ~ere tried.
In both cases, it is necessary to adjust for selectivity and/or
nvailability. It is possible that the adjustITDnts ,~ere incorrect
but the binses were consistently in one direction whntever adjust
ments were attempted.

Abrief study was conducted to determine in what way
the CPUE figures were inadequate. For generated data, the corre
lation between the numbers at age with' and without error was
detcrmincd. This correlation may be exaggernted by the trend in
numbers with age (lots of young fish, fmv old fish) \~hich s\vamps
other variation. To remove this problem, the mean for each age
was subtracted from data of that age and thc correlation coefficient
re-derived. The error was introduced as discussed above and 20
runs were made with a standard deviation of .4 and 20 with a
standard devintion of .G. These examples were compared withwhat
was thought to be a set of good effort data and the VPA numbers
from the same stock. Resul ts vlCre as folIo,,:,:;:

Correlation of Numbers at Age vs Estimnted Numbers

•
Standard deviation
of error .4

Standard deviation
of error .6

Effort data vs VPA
numbers for a 'good'
exumple

Unaltered

mean .914
S.O•• 022

mean .785
S.o•• 027

.800

Age trends removed

mean .817
S.o. .074

mean .619
S.o. .062

.2G2

In this case, the effort data do not show the detailed varintion
adequately and the correlation in the unaltered data shows only
thc age trend.

The model presented does not necessarily require qood
effort data. What are needed are some data that give an adequate
indication of changes in numbers at age from year to year.
Assumptions that lead to the equation

N = k· CPUEa n a n (9)

include that of a random distribution of the stock over its range.
Clustering of stock will cause bias in the estimates nnd same
method to derive numbers at age under such conditions is needed.
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Problems comparing gears and controlling for efficiency changes
make it difficult to derive adequate conunercial effort data.
Research cruise CPUE data \'lOuld also be more independent of the
commercial catch data and thus the derived estimates should be
more reliable. IIowever, ways must be dcrived for corrccting
research CPUE for fish clustering. What may be adequate is an .
index that takes in numbers of clusters (derived from scarch time),
size of clusters (hm'l do we derive this?), and distributions of
fish in a cluster by age (derived from a trmvl through the cluster).

CONCLUSIONS

Catch data alone are inadequate for the derivation of
the number of parameters needcd for the assessment of a fish
stock. In order to get an unbiased estimate of natural and
fishing mortalities, at least some other type of independent data
is needed. The model in this paper is designed to use catch and
eifort data. However, in practice, difficulties were encountered
because the effort data did not adequately reflcct the changes
in year-class size. This migllt be because of the way in which
catcll-per-unit effort was derived but more likely is because the
assumptions behind equation (9) do not hold. For this model to
\'lOrk, it is necessary that an index of numbers at age be derived
that takes into account the distribution of fish in clusters. Any
other model that \'lill give adequate values for all needed parameters I

\lill also need some good data independent of catch at age. It is
possible that models can bc designed that use data that are easier
to collect than the index discussed above. These detailed data are
needed to separate the effects of Fand H, otherwise Fand M can
drift in opposite directions'and their exact values cannot be
determined precisely. The method suggested will generalize somewhat
to more complicated expressions for natural mortality such as
M = MI + M2 . a or M = MI + M2 • n. However, if it is desired to

derive values of natural mortality at age ( M), much more detailed. a
data will be needed to separate the effects of natural mortality
from selectivity and availability. The model in this paper is
presented mainly for discussion. Any ideas concerning ways to
eorrect the biasing problem encountered would be appreciated.
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Tab1e 1. Generated Numbers using Catch Equation.M=.3, se1ectivity given~ fishing morta1ity and recruitment random•

. . .. . . .

Age Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 9 10

1 9050000 5170000 987(Jono 2070000 94flOOOO 501000n 27flOoOn 5~onOOO Cl 4!_ () 0 0 () 7f>?OnOO

2 667436R 6251140 ~079R53 6RRoOGfl 19-38 R1 R f;Q5::107R ::I 5 ~ () t~ RR 1R44Qt~P. 36Q7F-P5 f;Q01 7 ::1E

3 237 0 1~8 4 4f)10~15 4449380 2567 ::Il~ 7 5000310 14?20?!. 489Q751 ?3430nq 128717 7 2712()Sf; !-'
0

4 1234fD1 1j27230 2910354 25Q?H69 :1.755 7 0Q 3559073 Rfi?I~99 2::137740 13f153R5 q 1 f):1_ 7 II

5 405393 5fi0422 743114 1416021 1f1f)QCJ02 121272CJ 1RS799Q ?Q5Rt'5 :1.13790 n Ql~ 311 Po

6 604906 159950 2RQ05S 320811 P765R? 113001'1 57285::1 5111~5::1 1277?0 7701.123
7 99GClO 22?533 7 Qt~ 2 9 117765 19458? 587:;91 :;Or.O:?O 11.112(;4 207Q U 2 P5F.l::1
8 9765 Cl 36R74 110:;07 ::12 ? QI~ 71 tt ?fj 1304:1? 2 r; l~ () 2 2 125277 57434 13'13R8
9 4 6 61~R 35927 18212 44929 19S87 l~ 7 P, 8 0 5Ro07 fi5H)7 50934 3RI.19Q



Tab1e 2. Numbers from Cohort Aanlysis; used correct starting F's but M=.2.

Age Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 :,8h4443 3305172 6588 1+55 1833773 6fi?807B 3S5f) 0 79 :?()7S09S 1+ 2 0 74 0 ~ R1~14fiR 726q4q7
2' 4685735 1+322277 2547418 49 1+4175 1460017 5352855 27203QO :14 7 1950 32030 Q 1 6584271
3 1847953 3483002 33 L+6g81 1917876 3<1 lt130 1t 118027fi 4117129 1938993 1121015 2593701 I

102f)9f)q 10572 6 I~ 23:l.fifi50 1993(;80 :1. l t15f'1 I t :1!17 3 LPt 5 7f)3R18 19 q 2l~ 29 l1C143fi2 8783111
1--'

4 ~

5 3 lt 9Lt 94 4f)?313 f)t0463 1108?89 13hfi~jfi2 10(;0050 if'R7527 ?5G3RR q97qf)1 905575
6 53240f) 135fi9fi ? 1+ I t i17 4 25 't 15 R 72 41 1t 7 :J.OOf)?L~() 525 LI23 IP~ f) 5 7 5 112:1.1 7 74032fJ
7 P,Q01fi 193757 fj94f)fj 9fj79P 1fi2401 527509 l~ 71 7 lt 5 123345 1825:19 P2?fiQ
8 89723 32967 100712 ? fHllt 1 fi?ltRO 11 Rl~ 5:1. 248902 114:1.23 5041R 133q43
9 44721 3 Lt 359 1 7lPt 6 4?R98 1R686- Lt 582R Sf)361 623f)7 485Q1 3(;q95



'Table 3. Percent error in cohort numbers.

3 4 5 6
.. ...... ...

.7. 8
" .

9 10Age Year 1 2

1 35.2 36.1 33.? :11.3 30.1 29.0 2 5 • L~ 20.5 :.1. :1 • fi 4.6
2 2Q.8 30.9 30.B ? 8 • 2 ? L~ • 7 23.0 22.9 20.2 13.4 l~ • n

I
22.0 24.5 2 L~ • 8 25.3 21.2 17.0 lfi.O 17.2 12.Q 4.4~

4 16.R 20.3 20.4 23.1 1Q.4 13.0 1 ~_ .4 14.8 12.5 4.1
5 13.R 17.5 17.9 2:1..8 1R.? 12.1 9.2 :.1.3.3 12.3 4.0
6 12.0 15.2 15.5 20.8 1'1.4 11. 0 8.3 12.7 12.2 3.9 !-'

10.7 12.9 12.5 ~_ 7 .8 1G.5 10.? 7 .1 12.7 12.2 3.9 N7
,8 8.1 lu.l 8.9 11. 9 12.5 9.? 5.7 fL 9 12.2 3.9

9 L~ • 1 l~. 4 l~ • 2 L~ • 5 L~ • 6 LI .3 ~L f. L~ • /. 4 • G 1.'1

..
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Figure 1. Estimated M for generated data vs standard
deviation of added error .
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l;!

\ One standard deviation.

Input va1ue of M was .2.
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